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Nexposture  
Assembly Instructions

Single
Monitor Arm

Mounting the Monitor:
Quick Connect Bracket
1. Affix Quick Connect Bracket to screen,
    make sure arrow is pointing up.
2. Make sure faceplate arrow is also pointing up
    then slide monitor mount assembly onto 
    faceplateuntil bottom tab clicks onto faceplate.
3. To remove the monitor, depress tab and remove 
    from monitor mount assembly.

Adjusting the Tilt Tension:
If the monitor drops or is too tight, adjust the tension screw 
at the side of the head as shown using the 3/16" Allen key.

MONITOR 
ARM

1. Mount pole  (F) to work surface using 
    grommet (see sidebar).
2. Assemble support ring (D) to pole at desired height.
3. Mount Dual Hub assembly (L) to pole (set to correct
    height) making sure the front tongue slides between
    the cable managers on the support ring (D) followed 
    by trim ring (A).
4. Tighten set screws at rear of hub (G).
5. Insert monitor cables through cable managers (K).
6. Mount monitor onto plate (C).
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Table of Parts
Ref  Part Name

A  Trim Ring
B  Pole Cap
 (part of Pole Assembly)
C  Monitor Mount Assembly
 (includes bushing)
D  Support Ring
E  Extension Arm Assembly
F  Pole Assembly
G  Set Screw
H Mounting Plate
I Grommet Mount Bolt
J Joint Cap
K Cable Manager
L Dual Hub Assembly
M Clamp Knob
N Cable Manager

Adjusting the torque:
1. Remove joint cap (J) from the top of the joint using a small flat head screw driver.
2. Unscrew the cable manager (N) from the bottom of the joint.
3. Holding the bolt in the top of the joint with a 9/16" socket, use a second 9/16"   
    socket on the nut in the bottom of the joint to adjust the torque setting.
4. Replace cap and reassemble cable manager.
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Mounting pole to work surface using  
the Grommet Mounting System:
 1. Slide knob (M) onto bolt (K) (long 3/8” bolt). 
2. Lay monitor cables through grommet hole in the work surface. 
3. Align pole on work surface.
4. Install bolt (I) through the mounting plate hole (H). 

Insert the threaded end through the grommet and into the pole 
base, using knob (M) to tighten securely.
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1. Mount pole (F) to work surface using 
    grommet (see sidebar).
2. Assemble support ring (D) to pole at desired height.
3. Mount Dual Hub assembly (L) to pole (set to correct
    height) making sure the front tongue slides between
    the cable managers on the support ring (D) followed 
    by trim ring (A).
4. Tighten set screws at rear of hub (G).
5. Insert monitor cables through cable managers (K).
6. Mount monitor onto plate (C).
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5. For applications requiring increased tightness, remove knob from 
   bolt head and using 9/16” wrench, tighten the bolt to 90 in-lbs.
   Caution: DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN 

Dual
Monitor Arm


